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Abstract
In this paper, we construct modified cosmic Chaplygin (MCC) AdS black hole. Comparing with the
previous model (modified Chaplygin AdS black hole), we have new parameter which is cosmic parameter.
We have assumed the negative cosmological constant as a thermodynamics pressure and study the asymptot-
ically AdS black hole thermodynamics with modified cosmic Chaplygin gas (MCCG). We have written the
mass, volume, entropy and temperature of the AdS black hole. We found a new solution of Einstein’s field
equations of AdS black hole with MCCG. We have also study the various energy conditions for the MCCG
as source fluid of AdS black hole. We have shown that these conditions are satisfied for some restrictions
on the involved parameters. Then, we studied the thermodynamic behaviors of the newly constructed MCC
AdS black hole. The stability, critical points and Joule-Thompson expansion for the proposed black hole
have been studied. We found that cosmic parameter yields to completely stable model while absence of this
parameter yields to some unstable regions. Then, we have shown that the black hole thermodynamics with
MCCG can be considered as a heat engine. We calculate the work done and its maximum efficiency for the
heat engine in Carnot cycle. The work done and the efficiency for a new engine have also been described.
Finally, the efficiency for the Rankine cycle has been analyzed.
Keywords: Heat Engine; Thermodynamics; Black Hole; Dark Energy.
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1 Introduction
Black holes thermodynamics [1] is one of the important fields of research in theoretical physics. It help to
obtain knowledge about quantum theory of gravity. It has been found that the black hole entropy (hence
black hole thermodynamics) is depend on the event horizon area [2], except for two dimensional black holes
[3] where entropy function formalism used to calculate the black hole entropy depend on the dilaton field at
the horizon [4, 5, 6, 7]. There are several kinds of black holes which have different geometries and hence
different thermodynamics. The Schwarzschild black hole is the simplest one where it is found that the black
hole temperature decreases by absorbing mass [8]. Also, it is expected that the thermodynamics of Reissner-
Norstro¨m (RN) black hole [9] is similar to the regular black hole [10, 11]. Another interesting kind of black
holes is HorˆavaLifshitz black holes which have been studied thermodynamically [12, 13, 14, 15]. Black holes
with hyperscaling violation takes recent attentions and used to study thermodynamics [16, 17, 18]. Go¨del-
type universes are interesting kinds of space time, with possibility of time travel, which already considered
to study thermodynamics and statistics [65, 66, 67] as well as Myerse-Perry [22, 23, 24] or STU black holes
[25, 26, 27]. As the hairy black holes may be considered as bound states of ordinary black holes without hair,
they are interesting kind of black holes for several point of views [28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34]. Anti-de Sitter
(AdS) black holes [35, 36, 37] are of other interesting kind of black objects which is used widely in holographic
works [38, 39, 40]. In that case, thermodynamic of Schwarzschild-AdS black hole has been studied by the Ref.
[41]. Then, thermodynamics of non-rotating charged Reissner-Nordstrom-AdS black hole investigated by the
Refs. [42, 43]. By analyzing PV criticality [44, 45, 46, 47], it is interesting to see that some black holes are
holographic dual of van der Walls fluids [48, 49, 50]. For example, charged rotating AdS black holes behave like
van der Walls fluid [51, 52, 53]. Obtaining van der Walls behavior help to obtain new perspective on black hole
thermodynamics, like identifying the black hole mass with chemical enthalpy [54]. All above works motivate us
to study black hole thermodynamics, specially AdS black holes, where the the cosmological constant may be
considered as thermodynamic pressure [45, 48, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59],
p = −
Λ
8π
, (1)
where Λ = − 3
l2
is negative cosmological constant and l is curvature constant of AdS space. In that case the
first law of black hole thermodynamics is [45],
δM = TδS + V δp+ ..., (2)
where the thermodynamics volume of the AdS black hole given by [45],
V =
(
∂M
∂p
)
S,...
, (3)
where,M , S and T are mass, the entropy and the temperature of the black hole, respectively. Relation between
the black hole pressure and cosmological constant give us motivation to choose a cosmological model with given
equation of state (describing dark energy) as holographic dual of AdS black hole. Among of several kinds of
dark energy models we are interested to consider Chaplygin gas equation of state. More than one hundred years
ago S. Chaplygin introduced an equation of state in aerodynamics which is given by [60],
p = −
B
ρ
. (4)
Now, it is argued that the equation of state (4), which reproduced by string theory [61], could explain negative
pressure of dark energy [62, 63]. Then, in order to better explanation of dark energy, generalized Chaplygin
gas (GCG) equation of state constructed [64]. Several cosmological models [65, 66, 67] indicated that GCG is
not good model to verify recent observations, hence viscous GCG [68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74] or cosmic GCG
[75, 76] models constructed. In the better way, in order to have more agreement with observational data,
modified Chaplygin gas (MCG) equation of state introduced [77, 78, 79]. In the recent work, AdS black hole
thermodynamics with modified Chaplygin gas studied [80]. Effect of viscosity on the MCG investigated by
the Refs. [81, 82, 83, 84]. Also, modified cosmic Chaplygin gas (MCCG) considered by the Refs. [85, 86, 87].
Now, in this paper we would like to consider AdS black hole with modified cosmic Chaplygin gas and study
thermodynamics. It is indeed extension of the Ref. [80] by including cosmic parameter. AdS black hole with
modified Chaplygin gas has some unstble regions, which removed in presence of cosmic parameter.
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In the next section we construct MCC AdS black hole and in section 3 we discuss about energy condition and
study horizon structure of MCC AdS black hole. In section 4 we study black hole thermodynamics and discuss
about stability and phase transition. In the section 5 we consider MCC AdS black hole as heat engine and in
the section 6 we give conclusion and suggestion for future works.
2 AdS Black Hole and MCCG
Firs of all in this section we review how the MCCG equation of state grows up. The MCG equation of state
given by [88, 89],
p = Aρ−Bρ−α, (5)
where A, B and α are constants. If one set A = 0 then GCG produced and by setting A = 0 together α = 1 we
recover CG equation of state. These constant could be fix by observational data.
In 2003, P. F. Gonza´lez-Diaz [90] introduced the generalized cosmic Chaplygin gas equation of state. The
advantage of this model is stability even if the vacuum fluid satisfies the energy condition of the phantom field.
The corresponding EoS is given by
p = −ρ−α
[
C + (ρ1+α − C)−w
]
(6)
where C = B
1+w
− 1, and B is a constant. Also, −ℓ < w ≤ 0, where ℓ is a positive constant.
We are interested to consider more general case. The equation of state for modified cosmic Chaplygin gas
(MCCG) is given by [91],
p = Aρ− ρ−α
(
C + (ρ1+α − C)−w
)
. (7)
Setting w = 0 yields to MCG equation of state.
We will construct an asymptotically AdS black hole with MCCG whose thermodynamics will coincide with the
above equation of state (7). Now, we assume the static spherically symmetric black hole metric as in the form
[45, 48],
ds2 = −fdt2 +
dr2
f
+ r2dΩ22, (8)
where
f ≡ f(r, ρ) =
r2
l2
−
2M
r
− g(r, ρ), (9)
where the unknown function g(r, ρ) determined so that above AdS black hole behaves like MCCG.
Now, we consider the negative cosmological constant Λ (vacuum pressure) from Einstein’s equations Gµν +
Λgµν = 8πTµν . The entropy, mass, volume and temperature of the AdS black hole can be written in terms of
horizon radius rh as in the following forms [45, 48],
S = πr2h , (10)
which is obtained using area formula,
M =
4π
3
r3hp−
1
2
rhg(rh, ρ) , (11)
which is obtained using relation (9),
V =
∂M
∂p
=
4π
3
r3h −
1
2
rh
∂g(rh, ρ)
∂ρ
(
dp
dρ
)−1, (12)
and
T =
1
4π
[
∂f(r, ρ)
∂r
]
r=rh
. (13)
By using integrability conditions, the first law of thermodynamics becomes [80],
S =
ρ+ p
T
V. (14)
Now, we can put the equations (7), (10), (11), (12) and (13) in the equation (14) to obtain,[
24πr2p− 3g(r, ρ)− 3r
∂g(r, ρ)
∂r
]
dp
dρ
− (ρ+ p)
[
16πr2
dp
dρ
− 6
∂g(r, ρ)
∂ρ
]
= 0. (15)
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Now, we would like to obtain the unknown function g(r, ρ). So we may assume a polynomial form of g(r, ρ) as,
g(r, ρ) = X(r) + Y (r)ρ + Z(r)ρ−α
[
C + (ρ1+α − C)−w
]
, (16)
where X(r), Y (r) and Z(r) are arbitrary functions of r. Now substituting the expressions of p and g(r, ρ) in
equation (15), we obtain the following solutions of X, Y and Z:
X(r) =
X0
r
, (17)
Y (r) =
8πAr2
3
− Y0r
1+ 2
A , (18)
and
Z(r) = −
8πr2
3
− Z0r (19)
where X0, Y0 and Z0 are integration constants. Putting the above solutions in equation (16), we get the
expression of g(r, ρ) as in the following form,
g(r, ρ) =
X0
r
+
(
8πAr2
3
− Y0r
1+ 2
A
)
ρ−
(
8πr2
3
+ Z0r
)
ρ−α
[
C + (ρ1+α − C)−w
]
(20)
Now, putting the solution of g(r, ρ) in equation (9), we obtain the solution of the function f(r, ρ) as in the
following form:
f(r, ρ) = −
2M +X0
r
+ Y0r
1+ 2
A ρ+ Z0rρ
−α
[
C + (ρ1+α − C)−w
]
. (21)
This new form of black hole solution may be called modified cosmic Chaplygin AdS black hole (after the names
of Van der Waals black hole [48] and modified Chaplygin black hole [80]). So from the equations (7) and (21),
we have
f = −
2M +X0
r
+ Y0r
1+ 2
A ρ+ Z0r(Aρ − p) (22)
In order to calculate ρ, one can use the equation (7) to obtain,
(ρ1+α − C)w((Aρ− p)ρα − C) = 1, (23)
where p = 3
8pil2
. We find that in order to have real positive density, the value of cosmic parameter should be in
the range −1 < w ≤ 0. However, values of α, A and B are also important. In the Fig. 1 we draw density in
terms of cosmic parameter for various values of parameters. In the Fig. 1 (a) we can see effect of α variation.
Dashed green line is corresponding to generalized cosmic Chaplygin AdS black hole. We can see for the w = 0
there is no differences between various values of α. In the Fig. 1 (b) we vary B parameter. In the case of B =
we have polytropic fluid where effect of cosmic parameter illustrated. In that case we can see that upper limit
of w reduced (see dash dotted blue line of the Fig. 1 (b)). In the Fig. 1 (c) we vary A parameter and find that
increasing A reduces value of ρ. Also, by increasing A we restrict in lower bound of w.
In the next section we try to constraint model parameters by using energy condition, then we can study horizon
structure of MCC AdS black hole.
3 Energy Conditions
In this section we are going to examine whether the weak, strong and dominant energy conditions are satis-
fied/violated for the source fluid. The energy-momentum tensor for the anisotropic source fluid is given by
[45, 48],
T µν = ̺eµ0e
ν
0 +
3∑
i=1
pie
µ
i e
ν
i , (24)
where ̺ is the density of energy, while pi (i = 1, 2, 3) are the source fluid pressures and e
µ
i are the components
of the vielbein. Now, from the black hole metric given by the equation (8) we obtain the following equations
[45, 48],
̺ = −p1 =
1− f − rf ′
8πr2
+ p
=
1
8πr2
[
1 +
2
α
Y0r
1+ 2
A ρ− 2Z0rρ
−α
{
C + (ρ1+α − C)−w
}]
+
3
8πl2
, (25)
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Figure 1: ρ in terms of w for l = 1.
and
p2 = p3 =
rf ′′ + 2f ′
16πr
− p
=
1
8πr2
[
1
α
(
1 +
2
α
)
Y0r
1+ 2
A ρ+ Z0rρ
−α
{
C + (ρ1+α − C)−w
}]
−
3
8πl2
, (26)
where G = 1 assumed. From the above equations we get the following energy conditions:
(i) Weak energy condition: ̺ ≥ 0, ̺+ pi ≥ 0 (i = 1, 2, 3) may be satisfied for Y0 ≥ 0, Z0 ≤ 0 and α > 0.
(ii) Strong energy condition: ̺ +
∑
i pi ≥ 0, ̺ + pi ≥ 0 (i = 1, 2, 3) may be satisfied for Y0 ≥ 0, Z0 = 0 and
α ≥ −2/3.
(iii) Dominant energy condition: ̺ ≥ |pi|, (i = 1, 2, 3) may be satisfied for Y0 ≥ 0, Z0 ≤ 0 and 0 < α ≤ 2.
So all the energy conditions may be satisfied together if Y0 ≥ 0, Z0 = 0 and α > 0. Using these restrictions of
the parameters, all the energy conditions are satisfied on the black hole horizon. These conditions are similar to
the energy conditions for Chaplygin black hole [80]. For Van der Waals black hole [45, 48], some of the energy
conditions are violated but for polytropic black hole [80], all the energy conditions are satisfied. In our modified
cosmic Chaplygin black hole, some of the energy conditions are satisfied for some restrictions of the parameters
α, Y0 and Z0.
Now, we can analyze horizon structure of the MCC AdS black hole. We find that there is at least one positive
real root by choosing suitable values of model parameters. For some values of negative X0 we may have both
inner and outer horizon denoted by r±. All of this illustrated by the Fig. 2. Possibility of naked singularity
represented by dashed green lines of the Fig. 2.
In the case of Z0 < 0 we can see there are two horizons with possibility of extremal case (see Fig. 2 (a)).
However, in the case of Z0 = 0 we have only one horizon, and presence of the second horizon is impossible,
hence strong energy condition should violated to have both r− and r+.
In the next section we rewrite the horizon radius in terms of the entropy and study thermodynamics of MCC
AdS black hole.
4 Thermodynamics
In the previous section we discussed about the horizon radius rh, which obtained from f(rh, ρ) = 0. It yields
to the following equation,
Y0r
2+ 2
A
h ρ+ Z0r
2
hρ
−α
[
C + (ρ1+α − C)−w
]
− (2M +X0) = 0. (27)
As we discussed in the previous section, rh depends on X0, Y0, Z0, α, A, B and w. In the plots of the Fig. 2
we show some values of rh. In the special case of A = l =M = 1 we can obtain,
ρ =
3Z0r
2
h + 8π(X0 + 2)
8πr2h(Y0r
2
h + Z0)
. (28)
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Figure 2: Horizon structure of MCC AdS black hole for M = l = 1, A = B = 1, α = 0.5, and Y0 = 1. (a)
Z0 = −1 (b) Z0 = 0.
Now, from the equation (10), we obtain rh =
√
S
pi
. Now using equation (12), we write the volume as the
following expression,
V =
Y0
(
pi
S
) 1
α − Z0SP
pi
2(A+ P )
, (29)
where
P =
[
αρ−α−1
[
C + (ρ1+α − C)−w
]
+ w(1 + α)(ρ1+α − C)−w−1
]
. (30)
Also from equation (13), we get the temperature
T = −
1
2πα
Y0ρ
(π
S
)α+1
α
+
1
2π
Z0ρ
−α
[
C + (ρ1+α − C)−w
]
. (31)
In the plots of the Fig. 3 we draw typical behavior of the temperature in terms of horizon radius. In both cases
of Z0 = −1 and Z0 = 0, temperature is decreasing function of radius.
Figure 3: Typical behavior of MCC AdS black hole temperature for M = l = 1, A = B = 1, α = 0.5, w = −0.5
and Y0 = 1. (a) Z0 = −1 (b) Z0 = 0.
Here we describe the thermodynamic behavior of the MCC AdS black hole in presence of variable pressure
p (variable cosmological constant Λ). From the energy U , one can identify mass M as the enthalpy [15, 92]. It
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means that the enthalpy function is defined by H =M = U+pV . Hence, from the first law of thermodynamics,
we can write
dH = TdS + V dp (32)
Now integrating, the enthalpy function H can be expressed in the following form,
H = −
1
2
X0 +
1
2
Y0ρ
(π
S
) 1
α
+
1
2π
Z0Sρ
−α
[
C + (ρ1+α − C)−w
]
(33)
So the Gibb’s free energy can be expressed in the form of [93],
G = H − TS = −
1
2
X0 +
(α+ 1)
2α
Y0ρ
(π
S
) 1
α
(34)
Also the Helmholtz free energy is obtained by [93]
F = G− pV
= −
1
2
X0 +
(α+ 1)
2α
Y0ρ
(π
S
) 1
α
−
Y0
(
pi
S
) 1
α − Z0SP
pi
2(A+ P )
×
[
Aρ− ρ−α
(
C + (ρ1+α − C)−w
)]
. (35)
In the plots of the Fig. 4 we draw Helmholtz free energy to see typical behavior.
Figure 4: Typical behavior of Helmholtz free energy for A = B =M = l = 1, α = 0.5 and Y0 = 1.
We can see there are upper limit for the radius to have real free energy which is depend on values of X0,
Z0 and w. The minimum value of this upper limit is corresponding to highest value of w (with negative sign),
which have shown by dash dotted red lines of the Fig. 4. In the case of negative Z0 and enough negative
X0 (X0 < −2 by our fixed parameters) there is a minimum for the Helmholtz free energy which may cause of
stability (see solid red line of the Fig. 4). On the other hand positive values of X0 yields to asymptotic behavior
of free energy which may show phase transition. In the case of w = 0 (modified Chaplygin AdS black hole),
which is illustrated by solid blue lines, we have also free energy with a minimum. Also, in the cases of Z0 = 0
(polytropic fluid) there is no minimum for the free energy which may be sign of absence of stability. It means
that polytropic AdS black hole may unstable. Later, we will discuss about stability of the model by analyzing
specific heat capacity. Before that we study about the critical points.
4.1 Critical points
For the charged AdS black holes, the critical behavior has been found by the Ref. [55]. The critical point is an
inflection point which can be found by the following conditions,(
∂p
∂rh
)
cr
= 0,
(
∂2p
∂r2h
)
cr
= 0. (36)
The above conditions satisfied for the critical radius rc given by,
rcr =
αZ0K
Y0
[
C + (K − C)−
1
w
]−1
, (37)
where
K =
Y0
αZ0
[
α(2M +X0)
(α+ 1)Y0
]α+1
. (38)
In that case the critical density ρcr obtained as
ρcr =
[
C + (K − C)−
1
w
] 1
α+1
, (39)
while the critical pressure pcr will be,
pcr =
[
C + (K − C)−
1
w
] 1
α+1
[
A−K
[
C + (K − C)−
1
w
]−1]
. (40)
4.2 Stability
We can discuss about the stability of the MCC AdS black hole by analyzing specific heat capacity which is
given by,
C = T
(
∂S
∂T
)
=
S2T
π(2M +X0)
[
2πα− (α+ 1)Z0
[
A(A+ P )−1 − 1
] ∂p
∂T
]
. (41)
If C > 0, the black hole is stable, and if C < 0, the black hole is in an unstable phase. In the constant volume
V (constant rh), we get (
∂p
∂T
)
V
=
2πα
(α+ 1)Z0
[
A(A + P )−1 − 1
]−1
(42)
Setting (42) in (41) we can find the specific heat capacity in constant volume is vanished (CV = 0). But for
constant pressure, we get
(
∂p
∂T
)
p
= 0. So we can obtain the specific heat capacity in constant pressure as,
Cp =
2αS2T
(2M +X0)
. (43)
In the Fig. 9 we draw specific heat capacity in constant pressure and see that is completely negative for Z0 = 0
(see Fig. 5 (a)) hence polytropic AdS black hole is unstable as discussed already. On the other hand for the
negative Z0 and large enough X0 (with negative sign) the model is completely stable (see Fig. 5 (b)). There
is also some situations where we have stable/unstable phase transition which is illustrated by Fig. 5 (c). In
the Fig. 5 (d) we can see that effect of cosmic parameter is removing some unstable region so that the model
including cosmic parameter may completely stable. Dotted red line of the Fig. 5 (d) is corresponding to modified
Chaplygin gas black hole [80] which has some unstable regions. Presence of w help to remove that regions.
The next step is calculation of Joule-Thomson expansion.
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Figure 5: Typical behavior of specific heat capacity in constant pressure for A = B =M = l = 1, α = 0.5, and
Y0 = 1.
4.3 Joule-Thompson expansion
Joule-Thomson expansion is determined by changing the temperature with respect to the pressure, while the
enthalpy remains constant. Since in the AdS space, the black hole mass is interpreted as enthalpy [92], so
during the Joule-Thomson expansion process, the mass of the black hole remains constant. The Joule-Thomson
coefficient is given by [94, 95]
µ =
(
∂T
∂p
)
M
=
1
Cp
[
T
(
∂V
∂T
)
p
− V
]
(44)
It is possible to determine whether cooling or heating will occur by evaluating the sign of µ. In Joule-Thomson
expansion, the pressure decreases i.e., the change of pressure is negative but change of temperature may be
positive or negative. If the change of temperature is positive (negative) then µ is negative (positive) and
therefore heating (cooling) occurs. Now, we obtain
µ = −
(2M +X0)
2S2

πY0 (piS ) 1α (A+ P )−1 + Z0S[A(A+ P )−1 − 1]
Y0ρπ1+
1
αS−1−
1
α + αZ0(Aρ− p)

+ (α+ 1)Z0P
2πα(A+ P )
. (45)
In the MCC AdS black hole we find that both heating and cooling happen depend on horizon radius. However,
in the case of Z0 = 0 the sign of µ is completely negative, hence the change of temperature is positive, which
means the black hole is unstable as expected. In the case of Z0 = −1 we draw Joule-Thomson coefficient in
terms of horizon radius in the Fig. 6.
In the case of α = 0.5 (Fig. 6 (a)), µ is positive for small values of w. Larger values of cosmic parameter w
yields to negative µ at special range of rh. It means that for the large values of w there are some unstable
regions. Decreasing or increasing behavior of µ is depend on event horizon radius. For the small black hole
(small rh), Joule-Thomson coefficient is approximately constant, and we can see no important effects of cosmic
9
parameter.
We can see similar behavior for the case of α = 1 (Fig. 6 (b)). Dash dotted blue line of the Fig. 6 (b) is
corresponding to generalized Chaplygin gas AdS black hole which is the stable black hole with a maximum of
µ at special event horizon radius.
In both cases we found upper and lower limits for µ at smaller w, however for the larger w, negative or positive
value of µ unbounded. In both plots we can see a region 0.5 < rh ≤ 0.75 (approximately) where µ has large
positive value (not shown in figure 6) with a minimum which is illustrated by the Fig. 7.
Figure 6: Joule-Thomson coefficient in terms of horizon radius for A = B = M = l = 1, X0 = −2.2, Y0 = 1,
and Z0 = −1.
Figure 7: Joule-Thomson coefficient in terms of horizon radius for A = B = M = l = 1, X0 = −2.2, Y0 = 1,
Z0 = −1, α = 0.8 and w = −0.5.
5 Heat Engine
In this section we study heat engine based on MCC AdS black hole. Holographic heat engine for the given
black hole originaly introduced by the Ref. [96] and then developed by the Refs. [97, 98, 99]. Already, dilatonic
Born-Infeld black hole considered to study heat engine [100] and f(R) black holes as heat engines considered by
the Ref. [101]. Static and dynamics black hole as heat engine considered by the Ref. [102] and studied the effects
of dynamical parameters (rotation and charges) on the thermodynamic efficiency of holographic heat engine.
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Ref. [103] compared such efficiency of different working substances. BTZ black holes are important kinds of
black holes [104, 105, 106]. For example in the Ref. [106] heat engine of BTZ black hole considered. Also a
massive charged BTZ black hole as a heat engine constructed by the Ref. [107]. Already, heat engine in the
three-dimensional charged BTZ black holes defined [108]. In the interesting work [109] the effect of dark energy
on the efficiency of the ReissnerNordstro¨m-AdS black holes as heat engine investigated. C. V. Johnson already
studied the holographic heat engine and found that four dimensional Taub-Bolt-AdS space-time is similar to
the Schwarzschild-AdS black hole [110]. There are also several other works where the heat engine mechanism
considered for different kinds of black holes [111, 112, 113, 114, 115, 116, 117, 118, 119, 120, 121, 122, 123, 124,
125]. Recently, Ref. [126] have discussed polytropic black hole as a heat engine, and Debnath [80] has studied
the classical heat engine for Chaplygin black hole. Motivated by these works, here we’ll study the heat engine
for our constructed MCC AdS black hole.
5.1 Carnot Cycle
In 1924, S. Carnot proposed the theoretical ideal thermodynamic cycle known as Carnot cycle, which provides
that any classical thermodynamic engine can be achieved during the conversion of heat into work and conversely,
the efficiency of a refrigeration system is creating a temperature difference by the application of work to the
system. A heat engine can act by transferring energy from a warm region to a cool region and converting some
of the energy to the mechanical work. The Carnot cycle is the simple cycle that contains two temperatures: a
heat source and a heat sink. Now assume, TH and TC are respectively the temperatures of the hot and cold
reservoirs and they include two isothermal processes with two adiabatic processes. The Carnot heat engine
forms a closed path in p-V diagram [96]. So for the upper isotherm process (denoted by 1 and 2), the heat flow
is given by [96],
QH = TH△S1→2 = TH(S2 − S1), (46)
and consequently, the exhausted heat produced from the lower isothermal process (denoted by 3 and 4) is given
by [96],
QC = TC△S3→4 = TC(S3 − S4). (47)
Here Si’s are related to Vi’s satisfying the following expression,
Vi =
Y0
(
pi
Si
) 1
α
− Z0SiPi
pi
2(A+ Pi)
, i = 1, 2, 3, 4. (48)
where ρi and Pi can be calculated from the relations
pi = Aρi − ρ
−α
i
(
C + (ρ1+αi − C)
−w
)
, i = 1, 2, 3, 4. (49)
and
Pi =
[
αρ−α−1i
[
C + (ρ1+αi − C)
−w
]
+ w(1 + α)(ρ1+αi − C)
−w−1
]
, i = 1, 2, 3, 4. (50)
The work done by the heat engine is defined by
W = QH −QC (51)
The efficiency of a heat engine (Carnot engine) is defines as the ratio of work output from the machine and the
amount of heat energy of input at the higher temperature, which is defined by
η
Car
=
W
QH
= 1−
QC
QH
(52)
For Carnot cycle, V1 = V4 and V2 = V3, so the maximum efficiency for Carnot cycle is,
(η
Car
)max = 1−
TC
TH
(53)
which is the maximum one of all the possible cycles between the given higher temperature TH and lower one TC .
It should be mentioned that the Stirling cycle consists of two isothermal processes and two isochores processes.
So the maximally efficient Carnot engine is also a Stirling engine.
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There is also a new engine which consists of two isobars and two isochores/adiabats [96]. In this case, the work
done along the isobars is described by,
W = △p4→1 △V1→2 = (p1 − p4)(V2 − V1), (54)
where V1, V2 are given in (48) and p1, p4 are given in (49). The net inflow of heat in upper isobar is given by,
QH =
∫ T2
T1
Cp(p1, T )dT, (55)
which can be simplified to
QH =
(2M +X0)
2α
Log
S1
S2
+
(α+ 1)Z0
2πα
ρ−α1
[
C + (ρ1+α1 − C)
−w
]
(S1 − S2). (56)
The exhaust of heat from lower isobar is given by,
QC =
∫ T4
T3
Cp(p4, T )dT, (57)
which can be simplified to,
QC =
(2M +X0)
2α
Log
S3
S4
+
(α+ 1)Z0
2πα
ρ−α1
[
C + (ρ1+α4 − C)
−w
]
(S3 − S4). (58)
For the new heat engine, the thermal efficiency can be written in the following form,
η
New
=
W
QH
= (p1 − p4)(V2 − V1)
[
(2M +X0)
2α
Log
S1
S2
+
(α+ 1)Z0
2πα
ρ−α1
[
C + (ρ1+α1 − C)
−w
]
(S1 − S2)
]−1
(59)
which crucially depends on the MCCG parameters α, w and C.
5.2 Rankine Cycle
The Rankine cycle [114] is useful to predict the performance of steam engine, which is an ideal thermodynamic
cycle of a heat engine that converts heat into mechanical work while undergoing phase change. In each cycle,
the working substance will undergo a liquid-gas phase transition. The Rankine cycle for black hole heat engine
is shown by the Ref. [114].
For the fixed pressure p (dp = 0), the first law of the black hole system is dHp = TdS and so the enthalpy for
constant pressure is Hp(S) =
∫
TdS. So according to the Ref. [114], the efficiency for Rankine cycle can be
written as,
η
Ran
= 1−
T1(S3 − S1)
Hp
2
(S3)−Hp
2
(S1)
(60)
where the subscripts 1 and 3 denote the lower process. Here T1 and Hp
2
are given by,
T1 = −
1
2πα
Y0ρ1
(
π
S1
)α+1
α
+
1
2π
Z0ρ
−α
1
[
C + (ρ1+α1 − C)
−w
]
(61)
and
Hp
2
(Si) = −
1
2
X0 +
1
2
Y0ρ2
(
π
Si
) 1
α
+
1
2π
Z0Sρ
−α
2
[
C + (ρ1+α2 − C)
−w
]
, i = 1, 3 (62)
General behavior of the above variable are similar to that obtained in the section 4.
6 Discussions
In this work we constructed the modified cosmic Chaplygin AdS black hole. We assumed cosmological constant
as thermodynamic pressure and used modified cosmic Chaplygin gas equation of state. We considered general
spherically symmetric static AdS black hole and determined metric function so that resulting thermodynamics
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produce modified cosmic Chaplygin gas equation of state. We named it modified cosmic Chaplygin (MCC) AdS
black hole and study about its horizon structure to show that it is possible to have both inner and outer horizons.
Also, there are situations of extremal black hole or naked singularity depend on the model parameters (X0,
Y0, and Z0). We discussed about weak, strong and dominant energy conditions and found that all the energy
conditions may be satisfied together by choosing Y0 ≥ 0, Z0 = 0 and α > 0. Case of Z0 = 0 is corresponding
to polytropic fluid, hence we conclude that our model only satisfies the weak and dominant energy conditions.
Hence, MCC AdS black hole violates strong energy conditions so we choose Y0 > 0, Z0 ≤ 0 and α > 0,
without any restriction on X0. However, our stability analysis shown that the best choice is X0 < 0. Then,
we studied MCC AdS black hole thermodynamics and calculated temperature, enthalpy, Gibbs and Helmholtz
free energies. We discussed graphically about the behavior of thermodynamics variables with event horizon
radius. We obtained critical point and use it to calculate critical density and critical pressure. We found that
the specific heat capacity in constant volume is zero. Analyzing the specific heat capacity in constant pressure
have shown that stable/unstable phase transition happen in this model. We confirmed that the case of Z0 = 0
is completely unstable. Also, we found that the case of Z0 < 0 and large enough X0 (with negative sign) the
MCC AdS black hole is completely stable, while MC AdS black hole have some unstable regions. This work
is indeed extension of the Ref. [80] by including cosmic parameter. This parameter help us to remove some
unstable regions, so that the model may completely stable. Then, we calculated the Joule-Thomson coefficient
and discussed about cooling or heating processes. Finally, we considered MCC AdS black hole as heat engine
and calculated efficiencies.
As we told, this is extension of the recent work [80] to include cosmic parameter, which yields to removing
some instability of the model. However, there are also some unstable regions depend on the model parameters.
It is still possible to remove other unstable regions by extension of the model. For example one can consider
bulk or shear viscosities. In the general case one can consider extended Chaplygin gas [127, 128, 129, 130, 131,
132, 133, 134, 135, 136] and repeat calculations of this paper. Also, it is interesting to obtain effect of thermal
fluctuations [137, 138, 139, 140, 141, 142, 143, 144, 145] on the MCC AdS black hole.
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